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The unrest with this exercise (Harrington & Lind 1976) is

reflective of decision making being more than a flippant task.

It is work: training, concentration, and mental exertion.

The rigors of choosing are interwoven into the steps of

decision making which are simple to spell out (the steps):

1) identification of the proLiem, 2) identification of alternatives,

3) gathering of information, 4) evaluation, and 5) selection. The

incorporated complexity is twofold. These steps interact with one's

mental aptitude, emotions, physical health, environment, and culture.

Secondly, the decision making pattern implies auxiliary skills. The

ability to define a problem, think creatively, concentrate, collect

accurate information, accept responsibility, and follow through on

decisions are implied proficiencies.

Complexity, however, does not render decision making as an

impossible learning task. The techniques can be divided into

digestible pieces, relevant pr;nciples taught, demonstrations on

how the abstract is translated into the concrete, and opportunities

to apply. Experimentation is crucial.

Before advancing into a 'how to' model, a discussion of one

rationale for urging decision making expertise may be persuasive.

Human beings are forever encountering the necessity to choose

because they are constantly striving to adapt to their environment

and co-exist with others, i.e., taking a hot, steamy, long shower

is re-evaluated when water becomes scarce.
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Secondly, there is the expectation that individuals will

be independent. As mental health practitioners we advocate the

capacity to stand autonomous, "an awareness and utilization of

inner strengths and the resources of nature." (Stevens 1971)

Interdependent relationships are said to be most rewarding upon

foundation of independency: I can stand alone but I choose

to be with you. (Jongeward & James 1971)

Thirdly, psychological research has brought to the

foreground literature introducing an adult development pattern.

To date writings suggest the existence of stages of growth

commencing with the age eighteen. (Lowenthal 1975) The most

exciting and challenging premise of adult developmental theorists

is that the life span of a human being is evolutionary; as the

species has evolved so has individual lives. (Sheehy 1976)

That is, throughout one's life there is reappraisal, modification,

clarification, and rebirth. The status quo is not stationary.

Between the age eighteen and the early twenties individuals are

working on a final draft entitled, "I am ..."; a personal philosophy

is being refined and a mission is set. (A mission is a statement

of our ambitions.) The late twenties - early thirties mark the

first 'second look . Men and women survey their original scenarios

and, most often, conclude there must be more. The knowledge of how

to make choices and a willingness to change influences the outcome

of the early thirties. At forty shifting gears occurs again.

Initial reaction to the midpoint of life is depression. The degree
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is contingent upon, "how well did I accomplish my ambitions? Did

I raise my children right?" and a personal concept of aging. The

people who successfully pass through this 'down turn' are individuals

who have collected their thoughts and feelings and use their own

rich data for deciding how they will, here and now, regard money,

religion, death; and answer, "what am I going to do for the next

twenty-five, thirty-five . . . years of my life?" (Lowenthal 1975)

The new resume a person writes frequently reflects Eleanor Roosevelt's

enlightenment: "Somewhere along the line of development we discover

what we really are and then we make our real decision for which we

are responsible. Make that decision primarily for yourself because

you can never really live anyone else's life, not even your own

child's."

If we are going to follow our natural growth pattern, be

autonomous, and talented at adaptation we need decision making

skills. This expertise is not locked within a time capsule; it

transcends the moment. And, most important, men and women obtain

a structure, a foundation for integrating emotions and intellect

with the external world.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

The significance of being able to verbalize a problem

statement(s) lies in the self-reassurance that comes with being

able to move from "I want more out of life" to crystallization

of what constitutes more. Realistically, when an individual is

in a quandry, the dilemma is multiple. The person who says, "I

want more," may reflect the conclusion of a series--career woos,

enticed by the success of others, questioning the political

system, dissatisfaction with choices made at twenty.

To begin identifying the components there is a need to

start with an open-ended question. (Ivey 1971) Open ended

questions offer structure without determining a response. It is

important to note that the 'best fit' is "What causes my desire

for more?" as opposed to "What do I want?" There is the

necesSity of gaining an understanding of the stimuli so appropriate

responses can be chosen. Further, before a person can advance into

alternatives and collecting of informatiOn, there needs to be a

realistic perception of the situation.

A valuable auxiliary is keeping records. It is advantageous

to write or tape thoughts as they come to the foreground. Lists

provide an avenue for taking an external look and corroborating

that the problems are genuine. Secondary? Primary? Furthermore,

it provides an opportunity to define who owns the problem. "My

husband/wife is unhappy" is not my_ problem. More accurate may be
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"my insistance to guarantee my husband/wife's happiness." Noting

personal unrest is admitting the,problem remains with you and not

with the other individual. This is the heart of the concept of

problem ownership.

IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVES

ihe real agenda is creative thought. The goal is to bring

into being numerous options. The outcome being enhancement of

the probability of uncovering a viable choice. People, histori -

cally, have trouble with creative thought because inventiveness

calls for courage (May 1975): to be attuned to intrapersonal

messages, to concentrate, and a willingness to reshape one's

personal status quo. Violation of the conventional can be

anxiety producing. The tension is increased by the inevitable -

and healthy stumbling, fumbling and errors. We may need to

be wrong in order to achieve a workable choice. (de Bono 1973)

Because originality is difficult for many, the introduction

of structure to facilitate release of new thoughts is recommended.

The following nonverbal gymnastics are designed to be a prelude.

The verbal activities are drawn to foster invention of new thoughts.

At the nonverbal level there is an effort to expand the

boundaries of the mind. This is frequently done in psychotherapy,

i.e., Gestalt activities seek to foster "how a person can explore,

expand and deepen his awareness." (Stevens 1971) In summary,

whenever the goal is to expand there needs to be a stimulus.
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Nonverbal Gymnastics_

Guided Fantasies

Ocean Trip
Write own lyrics
lk-ite own poetry
Musical titles j

6

The objective is twofold: expansion

and collection of information about
self; a personal esthetic discovery.

Gestalt Exercises To promote concentration
Word Focus

Physical Exercise

Diary

Observe Environment
(We say leaves are falling. Yet leaves do not fall any appreciable
extent while we are looking. Leaves fall during storms or at night/
early morning when most of the stiff wind blows.)

Verbal Gymnastics

Write Everything Down

Use a Quota System

Challenge ALL Assumptions

List Dominate factors (Element(s) which must always be included.)

Reversal of problem statement

Analogies (Borrow from TA the fairy tale. Create a tale that is

parallel to the situation. At the end translate back and see what
may have happened to the original.)

Write an initial list of ideas then:

Adapt
Modify
Subtract
Rearrange
Synthesize
Multiply
Substitute

New ideas are improvements of previous
thoughts.
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Human beings finest insights follow a period of diligent work.

One theory is insight occurs during the transition between work

and rest. (Adams 1976) During rest the unconscious may break-

through and contribute. Adaptation of this theory is allowing

for an interlude between generating alternatives and collection of

data.

COLLECTING INFORMATION

A complete composite is necessary before a choice is made.

The rendering is based on alternatives and information collected.

The highest incident of error in decision making is at this point

of assembly. The most frequently cited errors are failure to

forecast possible outcomes, misinterpretation of data, minimizing

importance of data, and collecting useless data. By employing a

checklist the individual can reduce the potentia for "I didn't

know."

1) Check accuracy of assumptions and facts. Check credibility

of sources. Valid? Invalid?

2) Estimate the probability of each option. What are your

qualifications for graduate school? Shifting careers? Are you

willing to meet the demands? Crucial clarification: we do not

have power over outcomes. Our influence rests with the present.

What is known about the'here and now serves as a guide for

conuluding probable sequels. (Gelatte et al, 1973)
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3) List catastrophies feared. This speaks to the fear of failure.

By acknowledging worries individuals move closer to being in

command u those apprehensions.

4) Consider personal strengths and weaknesses and how each

alternative draws upon them.

EVALUATION AND SELECTION

Planned review permits an individual to integrate intellect

and emotional with accountability and commitment. That is, our

ethical and judicial codes and psychological orientations are

founded on people assuming responsibility for his/her own behavior.

Secondly, a choice has va?ue when there is follow through. Without

behavioral commitment energies invested are wasted.

Pro/Con Lists provide a balancing system for pulling together

creative thought and data gathered in light of personal aspirations

aod the above rea.ities. It is crucial to note that the individual

who lacks formalized aspirations will have difficulty. Decisions

need to relate to personal blueprints. Without a correlation

decisions exist within a vacuum.

A valuable supplementary technique is to converse with a

trusted friend, counselor or significant other. The vantage point

is to verify congruency of thought and that all significant factors

have been considered.

Finally, MAKE A DECISION. To continue debate defeats the goal

of decision making. People need to choose and implement.
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